
Love Your Glass!

Why Protect your Glass or Tiles?
Unseen to the naked eye, Glass has microscopic ridges and valleys - Glass is sometimes referred to as porus - this creates a trap for
grime and soap scum, but mainly, for the minerals that are carried in water.
Our protection products fill these tiny valleys, leaving the glass very smooth and water repellent, which make the surfaces easy to
clean, or low maintenace. Similar to a high quality non-stick frying pan.
Ongoing care depends on which product is applied, the environment the surface is in, and how it is used. In most cases we can also
manage the ongoing care for you.

Diamond Fusion easyClean
The worlds only true lifetime glass protection
Diamond Fusion easyClean is applied as two layers, and forms an instant
chemical bond with the silica substrate of the surface, creating its unique
double layer of protection, which is optically clear & UV stable. 
Layer one seals the surface, forming the barrier so the contamination
cannot penetrate the surface. 
Layer two the caps this, making it extremely durable, & water repellent,
leaving the easy to maintain surface that we all want.
Diamond Fusion easyClean is an unbeatable application for all silica based
surfaces, such as, Showers, Splashbacks, Tiles, Glass balustrades, exterior
glass, plus Automotive, Marine, and Industrial, or Commercial glass.

Clear Fusion Pro
The best bang for your buck single layer glass coating
Looking for an economical solution to make your ongoing care of Glass
and silica based surfaces? Look no further than Clear Fusion Pro. 
Although not quite as "smooth" or durable as Diamond Fusion easyClean,
Clear Fusion Pro outperforms any other single layer coating in
performance & price. Ideal for exterior glass, or other large areas. 
At least a 10 year lifespan, &, like all of our products, 100% optically clear,
UV stable, & immediately dry so the glass is ready to use as soon as we are
done. 

Aftercare Gear
Unfortunately there is no such thing as a no clean surface, & while our
ongoing care is super easy,  we know each situation is different & that life
just gets in the way sometimes. So, even though they are not essential,  we
do have a full range of aftercare products  if you do need them.

Glass Restoration
Shower cleaning sprays dont work. 
Using NZ developed and NZ made products, we can remove mineral
staining and soap scum to restore most glass to a very good condition


